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Activity 8.1 answer key pltw

Posted Jun 21, 2018, 4:26 AM by Brad Jones Greetings, As we begin the final exam tomorrow, just a few reminders: 1. A special review is made with review packets and notes on the post: which reviews cannot be reviewed as scheduled, most of the review packets are key to the answer you use. There is a programme for examination as well as outlines of all the activities we have done as well as instructional presentations. 2. A reminder that the final exam helps to determine if you are
able to get college credit for this course. Mrs Lucia, the second engineering teacher, holds updates for this information. This page can be found on: 3. Looking for a self-guided project this summer? If you like to work in Autodesk, the student can work towards becoming a certified Autodesk user. It's above and beyond what we did in class. Contact me for more information. Students can enter the Connecticut State Science and Engineering Fair (as groups or individuals). In the past,
we've done this through school and can do it again. The cycle has already begun and engineering projects are encouraged. More information can be found at: I've also listed some of the other opportunities for students. Some of these are listed on my page: there are many others to know as well. Please contact me if you need more information and if you should remain absent for the exam, be sure to call both my extension (3108) as well as the main office. Brad Jones teachers NMHS
860-350-6647 x 3108 jonesb@newmilfordps.org Jun 20, 2018 7:17 Pm Posted by Brad Jones [Updated Jun 21, 2018, 4:36 AM] Last day of class, reminding that our exams begin on Friday. If you are absent, you should call me along with the main office. Reason: No new tasks. Missing/hand in late work activities: 1. The report, notebook grade and class participation grades entered hands out. There is a print out for each students with missing work highlighted. 2 । We'll do items released
together, students can keep these from studying. 3 । Students can work on any missing, late, absent work. Note: The score at Activity 6.5 will be out of 14. This visual, functional and structural analysis as well as conclusion represents the minimum cause of the question. There will be points bonus above for part picture, assembly picture, etc. So, if you are in good condition on studying/working, continue to work at 6.5 for more project points. If you are behind or need to study, you can
focus on it and slide 6.4. Homework: Study for exams, study Look at special posts with help. Posted Jun 19, 2018, 4:36 AM by Brad Jones [Updated Jun 21, 2018, 4:10 AM] View content by unit below. I will be adding both review letters and some of the Cornell notes as well. Jun 19, 2018, 4:24 AM BE SURE TO REVIEW POSTS BY BRAD JONES: Year-end schedule will also add posts for review: No new assignments, Keep working on reviews Unremarkable: Homework: Gantt Chart
(9.3 in) 9.1 Note on Global, Human and Ethical Impact Presentation Parametric Constraints 8.1 Design Criteria and Constraints in Activity Also Project 6.5 Assembly Constraints on Presentation An Item for Cornell Notes Notes, Documentation in 7.4. 7.3 Hole and Hole Notes Notes Directed on Tolerance in Presentation Activities: Paper Return Questions on Review #6Quiz Work on Projects 6.5, Help individual students with essential work as notebooks, homework: ReviewToday
Schedule: Post Jun 18, 2018, 4:07 AM by Brad Jones [Updated Jun 18, 2018, 8:33 AM] Same post as 6/15/18 (Friday one day) with the addition of the end of the unit test (open notes, etc.) Schedule for Monday, June 18 B Day Period 1 7:35 - 8:40 65 Period 2 8:45 - 9:50 65 Lunch / Flex 9:55 -10:20 25 Lunch / Flex 10:25 - 10:50 Period 3 10:55 - 12:00 65 Period 4 12:05 - 2:15 Grade 9,10,11 Per. 4 posted Jun 15, 2018, 3:49 AM by Brad Jones [ updated Jun 18, 2018, 4:06 AM ] Be sure
to review the posts for:End of YearMode Schedulels of Cornell Notesquestions for end of year quizDue: Homework: Gannt Charts (in 9.3) ** All students have already been given credit, This does not need to be handed in**Previous: 9.1 Global, Human and Ethical Impact notes on the presentation Parametric Constraints in activity 8.1 Design Criteria and Constraints also an item for project 6.5 Assembly Cornells Notes Notes on the presentation, 7.4 documentation. 7.3 Notes directed on
Tolerance in Hole and Hole Notes Presentation Activities: Paper ReturnReview Quiz on review #5Work on 6.5 projects/ Help individual students with notebooks work as needed, Homework: Review #4Note: We will quiz several options on an open notes, following presentations: 7.4 Assembly Constraints7.6 Design Criteria and Constraints 8.1 Parametric Constraints9.1 Global, Human and Ethical Impact9.3 Gannt will be the next block after ChartThis. See the special post with a list of
questions for you to prepare. Today's Programme: Post Jun 14, 2018, 9:53 AM by Brad Jones Jun 14, 2018, 9:50 years Quiz Posts by Brad Jones End of Topics - Open Notes, I count about 24 questions you can use your notes, but you may not have a device or a copy of my notes. Submissions for study • Assembly constraints • Design criteria • Parametric constraints • Global, human and ethical considerations • Gantt charts Assembly constraints What is a component floating space?
How do you disrupt an assembly in autodesk inventor? Match an image to the type of obstacle • Mate • Flush • Angle • Insert • Tangent What is a base component? What is a ground component? What are the sub-legislations? Design criteria and constraints Are there some specific design criteria that need to be considered? What's in the criteria Designed? Are there some issues that can be addressed by design criteria? What are the differences between parametric constraints and
modeling direct and parametric modeling? What is a parameter? What are the three (3) types of parameters in 3-D modeling? What are some examples of geometric barriers? Looking at the table of parameters and a parametric formula, predict the values of a dependent parameter Control parametric constraints in a 3-D model? Gannt charts What are Gantt charts? What is the difference between sequence and parallel functions? Looking at an example Gantt chart, determine what the
first and last events will be in an example Gantt chart, determine how long a project is estimated to take an example, determine which tasks are sequential and which are parallel. Posted Jun 14, 2018, 9:20 am By Brad Jones Please see the files below for models on how to take Cornell's note for the last few productions June 13, 2018, 4:31 am by Brad Jones [Updated June 13, 2018, 10:16 AM ] Today's schedule: Duration 17:35-8:40 A1Period 2 8:45-10:55Lunch/Flex 11:00-11:25 lunch/
Lunch Flex 11:30-11:55Percent 3 12:00-1:05Percenteriod 3 11:00-12:05 A3Lunch/12:05 Flex (Lunch) 12:10-12:35 Lunch/Flex (Consultant) 12:40-1:05percent 4 1:10-2:15 A4Due: 9.1 Global, Human and ethical influencer: Note parametric constraints on presentation 8.1 design criteria and constraints in activity also project 6.5 assembly constraints on presentation documentation in an item for Cornell Notes, 7.4. 7.3 Notes directed on tolerance in hole and hole notes presentation
activities: paper returnreview quiz on documentation, tolerance, holes and scenes - concise. Sample V Population Discussion of Work #3Project Standard Deviation Review: Work on the End of the Year Project – Focus on the Scene, Functional and Structural Analysis on MinimalHowork: Gantt Chart (in 9.3) Review #3Note: We will have an open-notes, multiple choice quiz on the following presentations: 7.4 Assembly Constraints 7.6 Design Criteria and Constraints 8.1 Parametric
Constraints9.1 Global, Human and Ethical Effects 9.3 Gantt Chart Will Block After Next. I will come up with a list of questions to prepare for you. Thank you for your participation! Transcript name:
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Temperature, blood pressure, respiratory rate, pulse rate 2. The normal temperature is from 97.8 to 99.1. 3. Compare hypothermia with hyperthermia. Hypothermia = Low body temperature (very cold) hyperthermia = high body temperature (too hot) 4. List of three factors affecting body temperature. Exercise, food, sleep, stress, nervousness, infection 5. Fever is the result of fighting infection of the body. Fever! Video 6. What is normal body temperature? (in both Celsius and Fahrenheit)
98.6 degrees F or 37°C 7. Why is our body temperature low at night? Because the body is not as active No agreement, no food/digest etc.) 8. Digestion is the process of breaking down food to maintain the normal temperature of the body. 9. What is the set point and which part of the brain is responsible for its control? The point set for body temperature is 98.6C and the hypothalamus is the thermostat of the body which is responsible for controlling body temperature. 10. Why does our
body increase its set point and what indicates it? If we have an infection then it can kill bacteria/bacteria. This indicates that our body is fighting and the infection is 11. How is the heat produced by exercise different from fever? Contracted muscles will produce heat from exercise and you will cool back when you stop exercising. A fever heat is being generated by its cells in response to an infection and will not go away until the infection is gone. 12. Viruses want to reproduce once inside
the human body. 8.1.2 Important Signs: Heart rate and blood pressure 13. Which two important signs are directly related to the heart? Blood pressure, and pulse rate 14. Normal heart rate for an adult is between 60 and 100. 15. Blood pressure is the pressure of pushing blood against the walls of blood vessels as the heart pumps blood. 16. Are the two devices used together most often by doctors to take accurate blood pressure measurements? Stethoscope and sphigmomanometer 17.
True or false: blood pressure is stable in an adult. 18. Normal BP for an adult is less than 120/80. 19. What is the difference between systolic pressure and diastolic pressure? Which is at the top and who is at the bottom of your BP? Systolic pressure is caused by heart agreement and is caused by relaxing the diastolic heart. Systolic is at the top and the diastolic is down. 20. True or false: Blood pressure is high when you sleep. 21. Label the heart in the picture below. Orta Vena Kava,
Palmonary arteries palmonary veins right atrium, right ventricle, left atrium left ventricle 22. Take out the path that blood flows through the heart, lungs and body. Trispid Valve Bispid Valve 23. What will happen to your heart rate and blood pressure if your body gets heated during exercise? Too cold from playing in the snow? If you warm up during exercise, your heart rate and blood pressure will increase. If you're playing out in the snow got too cold, your heart rate and blood
pressure will decrease. 24. What steps did you take to use blood pressure to check your classmate's blood pressure? Place the cuff on your left arm. Turn on the machine. Pump until machine beep. Wait until it's finished. Push the button to release the pressure. Take the cuff off your arm. 8.1.3 Smallpox outbreak 24. An epidemic is an infectious disease that spreads rapidly and sickens a large number of people. 25. List two instances of viruses that can or have become epidemics. Avian
flu, bubonic plague, chicken pox, West Nile virus, Ebola etc. 26. List Three The virus spread throughout a population. Air drops, contact with contaminated surfaces, ingest food or drink 27. Explain how vaccination affects the spread of the virus. Vaccination reduces the number of people infected with the virus and reduces the spread of the virus. 8.1.4 Mystery Illness 28. A pathogen is any disease-causing agent, such as a virus, bacteria or parasites. 29. List of four main steps in
maintaining food security. Clean, isolated, cook, chill 30. Referring to mystery sickness activity, in general, explain to medical professionals how to take steps to diagnose and treat patients with foodborne illnesses. Medical professionals will have to consider the patient's history (significant symptoms, symptoms, how long they are sick, etc.). They have to do research to learn more about pathogens, their causes symptoms, their incubation period, and how they can be spread. They have
to do research to be able to treat their patients and teach them how to prevent infection with the pathogen. Pathogen.
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